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Site condition MaxTile™ by allowing it to come to room temperature (72°F)
for a period of 24 hours prior to installation.
MaxTile™ can be cut to size or shape by using a saw. For best cutting results,
use saw blades designed to cut 1/16” thick metal (also known as “sheet
metal”).
IMPORTANT—Start laying tile at any one corner of the space to be covered.
Set the first MaxTile™ tile (marked #1 below).
Peel off paper liner and lay the tile immediately. Do not keep the adhesive
exposed to the air for more than a minute as the adhesive will begin to dry
immediately and adhesion strength will decrease.
For easiest tile positioning, make contact with one corner of the tile first and
then let the entire tile make contact.
Once the entire tile has been laid, immediately use a rolled up rag or towel
and apply good pressure over the entire tile to adhere it. It is important to
apply this pressure immediately otherwise any existing air gaps will immediately begin to dry the adhesive.
Add the second tile next (marked #2 below)
Keep adding tiles to the first row in this manner
When the first row is complete, start the second row
If a tile needs to be removed, do it right away as the high strength adhesive
gets stronger over time. Use a prying device, such as a flat head screwdriver, and pry the tile off starting from any corner. Warning—it will take
considerable strength to remove a tile and the tile will be left unusable
CAUTION: Even though a freshly painted wall feels dry to the touch, it may
not be fully cured. Freshly painted walls can continue to evolve volatile oils
(VOC) for weeks which will reduce the adhesion bond strength significantly
and cause the product to lift off wall after some time. Consult your paint supplier to determine adequate cure time for the type of paint used and room
environment present. Depending on the brand of paint, 8 week cure times
are not uncommon. To re-attach product to wall, use a “super glue” type of
adhesive or finishing nails as described above.
If walls are bowed, a corner of tile may lift off wall after some time. Fasten
product to the wall using either:
> liquid adhesive: cyanoacrylate (“super glue” type) or an epoxy type
> small finishing nails: for best results, hammer finishing nails into wall at
slight angles. One finishing nail per corner is adequate. Pre-drilling holes
are optional
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Part Number: HMT series

Any questions or problems, please contact us:
Gupta Permold Corporation
Consumer Goods Division
diamondLife™ Brand
234 Lott Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15235
USA
Ph. 412.793.3511 x103
Fx. 412.793.1055
Email. help@diamondlifegear.com
Store. diamondlifegear.com

Find hundreds of more great
work space enhancement products
at www.diamondlifegear.com

Helpful Hint!
Tilt the tile you are attaching so that
only a corner makes contact first, so
you can fine tune the position of the
tile—then lay the entire tile down

Helpful Hint!
Remove the protective plastic film
from the tiles after installation
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continue on and
finish first row!

